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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTIO N
R . M . Alexande r
Oregon State Universit y
' Change is a paramount feature of our society .

It has been char-

acterized as Heraclitean, from the Greek p hiloso p her Heraclitus, wh o
' saw change as dominant . And there is general support for the proposition that science and technology are the prime sources of change in our
society . Until the British scholar Francis Bacon (in Advances in Learning ,
1605) foresaw the potentials of applying scientific knowledge to enhanc e
social welfare, mankind had accepted the state of nature as given--no t
subject to changes which he could induce . Since Bacon's time, change s
have increasingly been wrought through the application of scientifi c
'findings . Modern society has the capacity to exploit and to harnes s
scientific knowledge (and concomitant power) at an unprecedented rate .
One philosopher of science has expressed this power potential in th e
strong terms that, "By mass physical changes deliberately induced, we ca n
literally Dry new alternatives out of nature ." 1

Truly, as Bacon pointe d

out over three hundred years ago, the physical world is not as the Cree k
philosopher, Aristotle, had thought, but rather can be changed and shape d
to suit man's purposes .
The critical issue today is the nature, speed, and extent to whic h
the p hysical world is changed to suit man's purpose . Science is providing ,
at a rapidly accelerating rate, the knowledge base on which new technologie s
can be developed . And new science-based technologies have been emerging an d
-1 -

being adopted at a phenominal rate . The conventional philosophy has
tended to be "if it can be done, it should be done" . Society's primar y
criteria has been the extent to which economic growth was enhanced . Sid e
effects, including those of environmental quality, have been secondar y
considerations . But the pendulum has now swung dramatically in the opposite direction . Environmental side effects have, moved to the forefront- are now a primary criteria in the consideration of new technologies . As
expressed in the recent National Academy of Sciences report_on technolog y
assessment, 2 "whether rightly or wrongly, the belief is,now widely hel d
that the continuation of certain technological trends pose grave danger s
for the future of man and indeed, that the ill-considered exploitation o f
technology has already contributed to some of the most urgent of our con temporary problems ." The report goes on to note that some people "perceiv e
technology as having an end in itself, subjecting man to its demands rathe r
than serving human needs . . .that it will make the world totally uninhabitabl e
or at least rob it of all hope and beauty . "
In truth, of course, science and technolo gy provide both great .opportunities and the potential for problems . History has recorded few applications of scientific knowledge that have not resulted in certain detrimenta l
effects--side effects--in the process . The issue is the extent to which th e
technology will contribute to human needs, or conceptually, that the cost s
to society (social costs) not exceed the benefits (social benefits) wit h
both defined in the broadest sense to include non-material, as well a s
material values .
Side effects, as defined for use in this paper, are the impacts o f
activities of individuals, households, industrial and commercial organization s
-2 -

and public agencies upon the activities of other such groups which'
exerted other than through the market place .

Tt

While certain side effects ,

' . ender this definition, may be beneficial, those which will be of corm[. in
this paper will be harmful .
One of the more dramatic examples in our society of ordered techno-

r

logical change for bringing material advances is the field of agricultura l
production . Public policy in this area, directed toward increases in production and in productivity, took the form of publicly financed researc h
and the fostering of its application through extension activities . Principles developed through basic research were rapidly exploited throug h
specific application to quantity, quality and efficiency problems in agricultural production . As a result, productivity increase in the pas t
'century has been many fold, and the proportion of the population engage d

in

agricultural production has decreased from around sixty five percen t

to around five percent at present . 3

Resources have been freed for employ -

merit in other sectors of the economy . This dramatic advance has not bee n
made without side effects, however . Those noted most often include certain social upheavals and environmental deteriorations . The movement`o f
vast numbers ok workers from agriculture, particularly from the•Soauth• ,
as mech3 zation of cotton production has progressed, has been g maj+o r
contributor to ghetto life and urban problems . And the vast productivit y
expansion resulting from pesticides, fertilizers an d. irrigation has clearl y
not been without cost in other values . Side effects from pesticides is an
area receiving much public concern at present . Side. effect problems fro m
irrigation and fertilizers, while less dramatic, are being ' clearly
-3 -
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recognized now as contributing to such problems as thermal pollution ,
salt accumulation, nitrate toxicity, and excessive enrichment in water
bodies . These are but three of a number of examples which could be cited .
This paper concerns certain social aspects of side effects that are
manifest throug h. environmental quality . Air and water pollution, pesti cides and ionizing radiation will constitute the .side effects used fo r
.illustrative purposes . The side effect. problem will be considered fro m
a political and from an economic standpoint . An attempt will be made t o
appraise various alternatives that have been, or could be, employed t o
deal with these side effects . Finally, certain key .issues will be fur ther considered through setting forth a proposition and presenting arg uments to support it .
The increasingly deep concern with the problem of harmful sid e
effects is reflected in part by the growing number of publications an d
reports becoming available in this area . Some dramatize the problem ,
stressing those aspects that will incite emotion and focus public atten tion . 4- 8

Others more objectively assess the current state of the know -

ledge and public policy alternatives, including official study commissio n
and Congressional reports .'-'' In addition to the central issue of
appraising the side effect problem and how to deal with it, attendant ,
complicating factors are recognized . These include a world populatio n
that is increasing at the rate of 2% a year, with a doubling time of

les s

that forty years ; this population is becoming . more„ concentrated an d
affluent ; and the structure and priorities of modern . society, character ized as "post-industrial" 2 3 change .
-4 -
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SIDE EFFECT S
Two interrelated social issues are involved in environmental pollution p roblems . One issue concerns the establishment, clarification o r
reformulation of goals and objectives in resource use where nollutiona l
side effects are involved . This issue centers around how far society ca n
and should go toward a goal of pristine quality ; how much we want to pay ,
including loss of individual liberty, for prevention or abatement ; an d
who will pay for it . The other issue is how decisions concerning re source use (where waste disposal and residue problems are involved) ca n
be made so all effects (or in economic terms, costs) are recognized an d
considered . This, in essence, is the side effect issue . It encompasse s
the sub issue of how best to implement and enforce these decisions .
Where side effects are involved in production processes, the marke t
mechanism--buyer-seller relationships--often fails to function in th e
desired manner . Resources may be allocated in a pattern contrary to wha t
society desires . When this occurs, some added means may be required t o
cause the units involved to alter the nature or the scale of their activties in recognition of the side effects of concern .
ESTABLISHING OR CLARIFYING SOCIAL GOAL S
Societies, as do individuals, have goals and objectives . Some may b e
fairly specific--easily defined and measured--while others are more vague ,
general, and difficult to quantify . They may be altered as the nature an d
needs of the society change . Economic, political, and legal avenues are
employed in implementing social goals and objectives .

-5-

I

It is suggested that until fairly recently the social goals in regar d
to environmental quality have been vague and lacking in assessment tech piques . The benefits of clean water, pure air, and uncontaminated land
resources were recognized in a general way, but there was no "bill o f
particulars", few yardsticks, and no fully effective means of reflectin g
society's wants and desires, either through market mechanisms, lega l
actions, or public policy formation through the political process .
Attempts are now being made to sharpen existing and develop new measure men and assessment methods, in both the physical and social areas .
Pollution, caused by wastes both purposely and inadvertently dis posed into the environment, has too often been simply regarded as a n
"evil" that must be opposed and that can be solved by identifying th e
culprit responsible and making him stop . Pollution, in this context ,
has been considered something which others do that causes a nuisance ,
damages property, or menaces health, aesthetics, and recreational op portunities . An increasing awareness is developing that the solution
is more difficult ; that we all contribute to the problem ; that muc h
waste production is an integral part of life processes and human en deavor which has become more critical with increasing human numbers ,
concentration, affluence, and inventiveness .
Fixed emission sources, such as industrial plants, are generall y
the easiest to identify and abate or control . The emphasis in ai r
pollution control on smoke abatement is an example . The increasing
significance of sources difficult to identify, assign blame and abat e
makes the concept of everyone contributing and sharing in the respon sibility for and participation in group action more important .
-6 -

This social issue, then, is how society determines and then reflect s
basic goals in regard to the use of resources where pollutants are in volved . Such points as whether there is a "right to pollute" and whether
waste disposal constitutes a "beneficial use" of a resource have becom e
involved . The central question, however, is how much prevention an d
abatement society wants in view of the costs involved and how to organ ize to accomplish this . Where should the division be between a laissez faire approach at one extreme and an uncompromising goal of oure air ,
pristine water and uncontaminated land at the other? How much are w e
willing to pay in higher product prices, taxes, and economic opportun ities foregone in paying the cost of pollution control ?
A related sub-issue is how the cost of prevention and abatemen t
of pollution is to be borne . Should those who benefit from the use o f
the resources being protected pay? Or should society generally bea r
the cost? What share of the cost should be assigned to general welfare ,
handled through a federal subsidy to a local unit or through providin g
a federal installation with no repayment required? Or should those wh o
make use of the resource pay through some type of charge ?
Another sub-issue is that of where the "burden of proof" shoul d
rest . Should, and if so, can it be placed on polluters or potentia l
polluters? For example, can a polluter of air and water be required to
show accurately what the composition of his wastes will be and to asses s
their effects on other values before he is authorized to make any dis charge into the environment? It is recognized that this is a difficul t
task, but this principle is being followed in both the pesticide an d
-7-

radiation areas . With pesticides, for example, the burden of proof essentially rests with the manufacturer to establish that materials which h e
produces can be used in pest control without leaving harmful residue s
to affect human health or other values . The issue frequently revolve s
around whether or not licensing is an appropriate policy .
In any regulatory process, a vital sub-issue is that of infringement on individual liberty . Such infringement is a two-edged blade ,
however, in that the counterpart is an imposition on individual right s
through forcing people to utilize a polluted environment . Individua l
liberty is a matter of concern in the establishment of regulations tha t
impose restrictions on individuals or groups in regard to the metho d
they may follow in disposal of wastes . Individual liberty is also involved in the control that may be exercised by a regulatory agency afte r
a pollution control program or policy has been established .
A concept from economics has relevance in the establishment o f
social goals . This is the concept of equating marginal social costs t o
marginal social benefits . Without constraints, excessive pollution- more than society wants--may result . But there are those who woul d
totally prohibit wastes from the environment, if this were indeed possible, regardless of any consideration of the level of damages, risk s
and uncertainty, and foregone opportunities . Thus, the concept o f
accepting social costs until the point at which an added increment i s
equal to the last increment of social benefit, can serve as a soun d
guiding principle .
In the ap plication of this conce pt, there are obviously man y
situations in which social costs, at present, exceed social benefits .
-8-

Social machinery is lacking to bring about the desired equating or balanc e
between them . There are other instances where society may be going too fa r
in the opposite direction . Imposing rigid and arbitrary limits on wast e
discharge in situations where damage is negligible or low can also impos e
excessive burdens on society .
THE MARKET, SIDE EFFECTS, AND EXTERNAL COST S

Attention now turns to the second major social issue--how decision s
concerning resource use, where waste disposal and residue problems ar e
involved, can be made so all effects are recognized and considered . Thi s
issue centers around the market mechanism and its role in resource allocation .
A market mechanism serves in our mixed capitalistic economy as

a

means of allocating resources to reflect consumer wants . It renders thi s
function less efficiently when side effects are involved . If markets ar e
competitive and producers and consumers are rationally attempting t o
achieve maximum benefit for themselves, resources, within a given distribution of income, will be allocated efficiently . Each productiv e
resource will be employed to the point where the cost of an additiona l
unit is just equal to its contribution in production--in the terms o f
the economist, to its marginal value product . Also, the value of th e
product of the last unit of any resource input will be equal to that o f
the same -Input in any other activity . This concept is important i n
consideration of the market process in enterprises that contribute materially to environmental pollution . It is important because it mean s
that the market price paid for a resource represents the value whic h
-9-

that resource could have produced in another line of activity . In eco nomic terms, the market price of a resource is equal to its opportunit y
cost, reflecting alternative opportunities in other enterprises . Obvious ly, this is a "social" rather than a private cost . The importance of thi s
concept in the environmental pollution area is that a principal cost resulting from pollution is that of opportunities that no longer exist i n
use of a ' resource because of its polluted or contaminated condition .
Economic theory follows a comparable approach with consumers . They
attempt to achieve, theoretically, maximum satisfaction from a give n
amount of income through allocating their expenditures so that the las t
increment allotted for any particular item will yield an amount of sat isfaction equal to the same increment spent on . any other item . When thi s
. condition exists, it means that the market price of the commodity i n
question relfects its real value--its power to satisfy wants .
The models just described seldom exist in the real world . ,But they
can be extremely helpful in reflecting how an ideally operated decentral ized market system functions, so the problems created by imperfections i n
the area of concern can be isolated, their effects assessed, and alterna tives suggested .
The Marker and Side Effect s
It is through the market mechanism that prices provide automatic an d
socially valid guidelines for production processes and for investment .
But a condition for proper market functioning is that technical condition s
of production and consumption be such that the costs fall upon the unit s
responsible . If costs can be shifted to other units, the private cos h
-10 -

that are incurred will not correspond to the "social" costs, as expresse d
by the value of production that is foregone . And resource allocation

is

distorted, even though the market may otherwise be functioning properly .
It is indirect effects of this sort that have, in this paper, been terme d
side effects . In economic terminology, they are classed as "externa l
diseconomies" or abreviated to "externalities" . Diseconomy simply mean s
that the result is uneconomical--that it involves higher costs or les s
valuable production than some other alternative . External relates t o
the incidence of the diseconomy, meaning that the costs in the form o f
actual outlay, reduction of income or satisfaction, increased risk o f
harm, or foregone op portunities are borne by a decision-making unit independent of the one producing the effect .
In nearly all production processes and in other activities there wil l
be externalities or side effects . Many will not be of sufficient importance to warrant major concern or intervention . Those of environmenta l
pollution often will be . The physical character of environmental pollution is such that virtually the entire resulting damages and attendan t
costs are external to the unit actually releasing the wastes . Thus ,
important divergencies between private and social costs arise . Typically ,
social costs are not considered in the making of p rivate decisions . Th e
problem is how to bring this about .
Neglect of External Cost s
When disposal of wastes into the environment neglects external costs ,
resource allocation is distorted . Over and under p roduction and consumption can result . The pulp mill which discharges wastes into the air with out bearing any of the downwind costs, through damage to other values o r

-11-

opportunities foreclosed, produces pulp or paper which is artificiall y
inexpensive . It pays nothing for the use of a valuable resource ; i n
this instance, the waste dispersion, dilution, and ultimate remova l
provided by the ambient air . This is the essence of the environmenta l
pollution problem from an economic point of view . The social costs o f
reducing the usefulness or preventing the use of a resource in othe r
valuable ways, can be neglected . If a polluter does not consider th e
social cost of his actions, he may not limit the use of the resource t o
the extent of its capacity to assimilate or remove the waste . When h e
disposes of wastes at a cost to others, he makes less effort to trea t
waste products, to install control devices for minimizing discharges ,
or to modify production practices to reduce or eliminate the formation
of wastes .
A society that neglects the external or off-site costs of wast e
disposal or undervalues them will simply waste too much and pollut e
too much . If such costs are not reflected in the decision of the dischargers of wastes, there will be no incentive to reduce wastes throug h
treatment, control devices, process changes, materials recovery, o r
other methods . When external costs are neglected, too few resource s
will be devoted to the treatment of wastes . More important, too muc h
waste will be produced in view of the damage it causes . If no restrictions or price are placed on the assimilative capacity of the environment, it will simply be overused . This is the general framework whic h
may be considered the rationale for some form of public policy intervention in waste disposal decisions . The only stipulation is that intervention should not impose a social cost greater than the one it is intende d
to prevent .
-12-

ALTERNATIVES FOR DEALING WITH POLLUTIONAL SIDE EFFECT S
In the last section, the manner in which side effects, Qr in th e
economists terms, externalities, prevent the market from functionin g .
p roperly in resource allocation was considered . The case made agains t
the market mechanism was built around its inability to force the recognition of all effects--or costs--from p roduction practices or othe r
activities . The result is more pollution and environmental qualit y
deterioration than is wanted . The critical issue, then, becomes ho w
to deal with these side e-ffects to cause their recognition as costs .
The institutional forms that have been utilized, as well as certain one s
that offer possibilities, are considered in this section .
Some six broad patterns are recognized for dealing with sid e
effects as they are manifested through environmental pollution . Thes e
are :

(1) informal patterns of persuasion, stressing civic res p onsibil-

ity, and making the release of environmental pollutants a social stigma ;
(2) establishment of rights and their enforcement through private negotiation and adversary proceedings ; (3) regulation, typ ically utilizin g
the police power of the state ; (4) incentives in the form of payment s
for reducing pollution, or fees, charges, or taxes based on pollutio n
discharges or damages imposed from the discharge ; (5) relating decision making units that discharge wastes so that they are forced to recogniz e
external costs ; and (6) development of "counter" technology . Since th e
area of persuasion and civic responsibility is fairly obvious, it wil l
' not be treated further . Also, methods of dealing with side effect s
through developing counter technology are beyond the scope of .thi s
paper, so will not be covered .
-13-

The other four p ossibilities, however, will be considered in some detail .
ESTA3LISHMENT AND PROTECTION OF RIGHT S
Rights and their protection have long been a cornerstone of socia l
order . Rights can be p rotected against harm from environmental pollutio n
through negotiations between the parties concerned, or through the mor e
formal routes of adversary proceedings in the courts or enforcemen t
action by a regulatory agency .
Negotiations to Protect Right s
Private negotiations have historically been of significance in th e
area of pollution control and abatement and in forcing the recognition o f
side effects, and will, no doubt, always be utilized . For example, a s
aluminum reduction p lants were constructed and hydrogen fluoride emissions and their effect on crops and livestock to adjoining farms becam e
evident, private negotiations were, in many cases, initiated . In some
instances, cash settlements were made . In others, agreements were
reached for the company to purchase the land and the owner to continu e
to operate it as a tenant . When private negotiations fail to produc e
a satisfactory method of resolving the side effect, then resort to a
legal mechanism, either through a regulatory agency of the governmen t
or the courts would be a possible next step .
The Courts and Adversary Proceeding s
The court system constitutes the earliest formal institutiona l
pattern developed to deal with side effect problems from environmental

pollution . Long before administrative regulatory agencies existed, court s
were functioning through a system of public and .private rights to effec t
compromise and otherwise protect members of society from harmful sid e
effects imposed through pollution . The evolution of these rights xA$
through precedent establishment in common or case law . This process wa s
largely unaided by legislative action through formal . governments . . I n
those stiuations in which the harm imposed was on privately owned property, suit would typically be brought to protect the individual's privat e
rights in a private-nuisance action . Where a number of persons wer e
harmed, the suit could be in the nature of public-nuisance action . Fo r
example, pesticide pollution that destroyed a public sport fishery

re-

source would be in the nature of a public nuisance . Where either private or public-nuisance actions are brought by private citizens, as-contraste d
to public officials, the courts would typically, require the claimant t o
prove that s p ecific and -pecial damages of a type different from thos e
suffered by members of the public generally were involved .
Effectiveness of Court Action s
The courts have had, and should continue to have, a vital role i n
protecting rights against side effects--pollution . They must provid e
guidelines through handling certain "benchmark" cases ; they must serv e
where a regulatory or incentive pattern is not aperative ; they must b e
available to back up a regulatory agency ; and, finally, they must pro vide a recourse for parties or units that consider they were dealt wit h .
unfairly through the action of a regulatory agency .
There is little question, either, that courts alone are grossl y
inadequate to handle the many and complex problems of dealing wit h

-15 -
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resource quality maintenance today . They have shortcomings which limi t
their effectiveness in certain areas . Among those generally cited are
the following :
1)

Adversary proceedings are cumbersome and time consuming . A numbe r
of cases could be cited that have taken periods as long as 10 to 1 5
years before a final settlement is made .

2)

Court decisions can render fairly rigid requirements which may giv e
little recognition to relative costs . It is difficult, for example ,
to recognize meteorologic variability in court decisions . Opportu nities for solutions involving such approaches as added abatemen t
measures during critical periods are more difficult to handl e
through the legal framework . Also, it is difficult for a court t o
exercise surveillance over efforts to abate in compliance with a
decree .

3)

Difficulties can be encountered in public-nuisance actions in whic h
damages are being imposed on a large group of private citizens .
The major difficulty for such a large group is in properly organiz ing to prepare and present its case . It is also difficult, throug h
either private or public action to bring suit for full damages .
Thousands of recreationists may be harmed to various extents, whol e
communities may be forced to smell foul odors, have reduced visibil ity, or have their health jeopardized without having an effectiv e
recourse available to them through adversary proceedings . In addi tion, if the remedy is damages, rather than an injuction, the injure d
, parties must return to court each subsequent time they are damaged i n
order to receive anv redress .
-16 -

4)

Courts generally require claimants to prove that specific and specia l
damages of a type different from any suffered by members of the public generally are involved in nuisance actions . This places the bur den of proof on those who are being damaged to an extent that many o f
the more subtle types of effects cannot be recognized and properl y
,dealt with through court action . The regulatory process, utilizin g
standards, can function much more satisfactorily in this kind of situation . Also, requirements with respect to burden of proo f ' fr-equentl y
impose on complainants extremely high costs of measurements, technical data gathering, and expert testimony--costs too high

for

mos t

private parties to bear . This is particularly true= where multipl e
sources of pollution are involved .
5)

The effects of waste disposal into the environment, as stressed i n
the initial section of this paper, are vastly complex . Scientifi c
and technological expertise is required in considering the natur e
and extent of damages imposed from various pollution and contaminan t
situations . The courts do not have this kind of expertise availabl e
to them except through bringing in outside experts .

6)

It is difficult through legal proceedings to deal with multiple source pollutional problems or with the kind of secondary pollutant s
that are produced in the environment . Proof typically has to sho w
causation--a difficult matter where no single activity "causes" th e
harm, but instead results from numerous independent decisions to '
engage in a given activity .
Only those cases are considered by the courts that are brought t o
them . They do not, on their-own initiative, exercise any continuin g

A .

surveillance or supervision or in any way work toward prevention o f
wastes .
8) Legal standards administered and applied by the courts in pollutio n
cases tend to be general and vague . The words "reasonable" and
"substantial" are typical, with the courts attempting to balanc e
"utility of conduct" against "gravity of harm" .
Measures to Strengthen Judicial Proceeding s
Considerable attention has been given to possible ways to augment an d
otherwise strengthen the judicial system to render it more effectiv e
in this area . One summary of measures that could be taken in this re Bard was presented in the NAS-NRC report, Waste Mma Bement and Control1 9
It is reported that these recommendations were made by a panel member ,
the late Jacob L . Beuscher of the University of Wisconsin Law School .
These recommendations were :
"The judicial p rocess as a means of alleviating the worst effect s
of pollution, and as a means of shifting some costs of

p ollutio n

back onto the polluter, can be made more efficient for thes e
purposes by legislation that would do the following :
"1.

Establish the office of 'Ombudsman'--a public official t o

receive and act on private complaints even to the extent of suin g
at the Ombudsman's discretion, at public expense, on behalf o f
private complainants .

Possibly where a specified number o f

persons request this intervention and show that they are adversel y
affected by the pollution, the intervention should be mandatory .
"2.

Designate one or more courts in the state to hear all pollu-

tion cases--so as to develop snecialized judges and thus lesse n
the problems of interpretation of technical data and proof . Th e
-18-

d
courts in the county where the state's pollution agencies :a?e locate
: I
seem a sensible choice for this function .
"3.

Simplify the commencement of pollution-abatement actions and au-

thorize the court, when appropriate, to broade n . the area coverage o f
the action so as to include, if necessary,

all pollut ~w in a proble m

shed . Here the analogy of basin-wide water adjudication proceeding s
in Colorado courts suggests itself .
"4.

Remove, by legislation, the requirement that 'special dare' be, =

proven in so-called public-nuisance pollution cases broughtab-y

prbvatie

individuals . The plaintiff should be required to prove only that h e
was damaged, not that his damage was different in kind .
"5.

Authorize courts to appoint pollution-control agencies or othe r

public agencies as 'masters of chancery' to aid the court in the technical pollution aspects of the cases . "
The Courts as a Political Force in Fostering Environmental Qualit y
The judicial system is being pushed into a new role in fosterin g
environmental quality . It is a role comparable to that played in civi l
rights ; the supreme court's 1954 decision . against public school segregation was the catalyst in subsequent public reaction and major legislativ e
and executive activity . In the absence of what is considered adequat e
legislative and executive action, the courts are em p loyed to modify o r
forge new social ground rules . Legal proceedings typically are initiate d
by an organization, such as the Sierra Club or the Environmental Defens e
fund, against a public or private agency considered to be acting contrary to the public interest . By the suit, often aninjunction to
-19 -
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p revent iolluting action, pressure is brought to bear on the politica l
nrocess . Action is accomnlished through publicity and the public recor d
of testimony, as well as through favorable court decisions . Legislativ e
action will be spurred and existing administrative and regulatory agencie s
will be forced to be more responsive to environmental quality considerations .
A new focus is also being injected on the matter of legal rights .
It centers on the right of a citizen to a clean environment . Under thi s
approach, the burden of proof would shift from the public being subjecte d
to pollution to the polluter . It would challenge the current balancin g
of interests or equities concept . Legal tools being considered or employed to help implement the new rights concept are the Ninth Amendmen t
to the Constitution and the public trust doctrine . The Ninth Amendment
provides that the enumeration of certain rights elsewhere in the Constitution does not deny to the people other rights not specifically se t
forth . The public trust doctrine holds that the government has th e
responsibility to protect the land, all once held in trust for the people ,
from abuse even though it is now in private ownership . General acceptance of either of these legal tools on any extensive scale is environmental cases would not only be a factor in court action, but woul d
clearly force a speed-up in rule setting and enforcement by legislativ e
and executive branches of government .
REGULATIO N
A "rash" of ex p losions on steamboats on the Mississippi River a
century ago led to the introduction of a new pattern for control of sid e
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effects . Initially, the courts were empowered to regulate steamboa t
engines to insure their safety . It soon became obvious that innovation s
were needed if a preventive pattern was to be effected . Out of thi s
need came the techniques of inspection, safety standards and licensing .
Reliance on expertise in personnel also emerged . The process of regulation depended on the police powers of government, backed by the courts ,
for its authority .
The regulatory process was rapidly adapted for use in other areas .
It found its greatest forte in the public utility and anti-trust field s
in economic regulation . But it also spread into other areas for th e
maintenance of "public safety and welfare . "
The Technique of Regulatio n
The regulatory process for maintenance of environmental quality use s
the same tools developed earlier for public safety with the steam engine .
These were the tools of inspection, standards, permits, licenses, an d
zoning .
In a typical pattern in the initiation of a regulatory process, a
need is established for control of a side effect . How this control i s
established will depend upon the nature of the side effect . Typically ,
it is effected through legislation, with a new agency established or a n
existing agency authorized to perform the function . Goals to maintai n
resource quality or to protect existing value- are provided . Operation al objectives may be set forth in the enabling legislation or left t o
the discretion of the regulatory body . With the complexity of th e
problems involved in the environmental quality field, operationa l
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objectives have increasingly been left to the agency . At state and loca l
levels, legislation often provides for a body of citizens to be appointed- a commission or board--to establish more specific policy guide lines an d
operational objectives .
The activities of regulatory agencies, including those in the environmental quality maintenance area, have been characterized as quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial, as well as administrative in nature . The quantification of operational objectives through the establishment of rules- criteria and standards--is a legislative-like function . Hearings, an d
decisions from these hearings, and other quasi-judicial patterns are extensively employed . Administrative and executive action to enforce th e
rules constitute another key part of the regulatory assignment . Through
quality objectives, criteria and standards, means are provided, cause an d
effect relationshi p s established and permissible and enforceable limit s
specified .
The term "quality objective" has now come into standard usage i n
the environmental quality and pollution control area . It is the operational objective through which an agency specifies its basis for implementation of its abatement and control program . An example of a
quality objective of one state authority in the aesthetic area is tha t
"to be aesthetically acceptable, the raw water should contain no waste s
which are offensive to the senses of sight, taste, smell or touch . "
Objectives, as used, are normative--an ideal sought .
The term "criteria" generally means the relationship of specifi c
pollutants to their effect on various values and welfare . In recent ai r
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quality legislation, :"quality criteria" is used in this context--a pollutant related to its effect .. Unlike objectives, criteria do not impl y
any ideal condition . Rather they are formulated on the latest scientifi c
information and modified as new information indicates any different effect s
from the pollutants of concern . The establishment of such criteria ha s
come to be accepted as vital to the development of sound and enforceabl e
standards .
Standards in the environmental quality area apply to the limiT o f
a pollutant that can be released or that will be permitted to be presen t
in specified segments of this environment . Most standards are now en forceable on a legal basis . Ideally, they will he based on the mos t
recent criteria which, in turn, are based on the latest scientifi c
knowledge of effect on various values or beneficial uses . Ouality standards can be established by a regulatory agency from an array of criteria .
The choice depends on the use to be made of the resource being protecte d
or on the degree of impairment to that use judged acceptable as a matte r
of public pollicy . Special regulations or requirements are often established to be handled outside of the area of the more general qualit y
standards .
The distinction between quality standards and effluent or emissio n
standards is particularly noteworthy . The former is concerned with permissible limits of the various parameters in the environment . The latte r
are levels that are permitted to be released . Practically, the effluen t
or emission standards are the means of enforcing quality standards . Effluen t
standards, as such, are not established on any specified basis,

bul they ar e

employed by the regulatory agency as d method of "rationinw" assimilativ e
capacity of an environmental resource .
-23 s

Properly formulated and definite quality standards are regarded a s
an extremely important as p ect of present regulation and enforcement .
Without standards an agendy must be prepared to prove that damage t o
'beneficial uses,,to plant and animal life, including humans, is attrib , ..
utable to a particular pollutant at a particular level before . p rosecu tion can be successfully carried out . On the other hand, violation i s
easier to prove with scientifically defensible standards . They are als o
of value in providing guidelines to industries, municipalities, an d
others in the design and operation of treatment facilities and contro l
devices or in making operational adjustments to meet abatement or control requirements .
Licensing and Permit s
The technique of licensing or the issuance of permits to authoriz e
activities only within certain constraints has become a major aspect o f
regulatory machinery in the environmental quality area . The technique
has long been in use, since the evolution of the regulatory process wit h
steamboat engines, in the maintenance of public safety . It has found
ready application in the environmental pollution area, for example, t o
restrict the hazards from ionizing radiation . Peacetime uses of material s
emitting such radiation must be authorized through a permit or license .
Permits are also employed in the pesticides area . Here a manufacture r
must provide evidence from exhaustive tests that a pesticide material ,
before marketed, will not p roduce excessive side effects . He must show
also through labelling, where and how the pesticide is to be used, an d
of p recautions in use and of antidotes in case of accident .
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Certain applications are being made of the licensing and permit pat tern in the air and water pollution areas particularly at the state an d
local level . An example of this was the passage in the State of Orego n
by their 1967 legislature of Senate Bill 39 which provided for a permi t
system in the water pollution abatement area . Under it, all units discharging waste into water bodies in the state-must obtain a permit t o
continue making the discharges . Likewise, any unit initiating any pro gram that will result in release of pollutants into water bodies mus t
obtain a permit before starting this new activity .

The permit will b e

for a specified volume and concentration of waste involving specifi c
pollutional parameters . The permit will be issued for a given tim e
period . If releases are to continue beyond this period, application
to renew must be submitted . All such applications are subject to re consideration .
Under this type of permit system, enforcement is strengthened i n
two major ways . First, the power to issue the permit itself for a
limited time period subject to reapplication is a powerful tool . Th e
second and strengthened pattern is that of bypassing the administrativ e
hearing technique when it is found that wastes are being discharged 4n d
pollution is resulting in excess or otherwise in variance from tha t
authorized in the permit . The offender can be charged with violatio n
of his permit and ordered to bring his discharges into conformance . I f
he does not, court action can be initiated . The regulatory agency als o
recognizes that the permit system will force improved monitoring an d
reporting of pollution levels and more frequent inventories of wast e
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loads by source . They agree that new pollutional sources will not go unnoticed as has been possible in the past . In addition it is recognize d
that reports from industries and other units releasing waste will no w
become of much more official status--of legal significance .
Shortcomings of the Regulatory Proces s
The regulatory process is by far the most widely employed means fo r
pollution control and the maintenance of environmental quality . It ha s
generally been an effective means . Concern, however, is being expressed
of whether such heavy dependence on this method is in the public interes t
for the p eriod ahead . Among the points being raised are : 1) higher cost s
can be im p osed to achieve given levels of control or abatement than woul d
be true under proper incentive patterns ; 2) regulation has met with success in dealing with "gross" and obvious forms of pollution, but can i t
be as successful with more subtle (but possibly more socially costly )
forms ; 3) enforcement tends to be spasmodic, with major efforts in earl y
stages of the program ; and as environmental pollution is made a politica l
issue ; 4) standards and other implementing techniques tend to becom e
fixed--cannot be altered as new knowledge or technology may indicate certain changes as desirable ; 5) the pattern of establishing an authorize d
level of pollution release, based on some standard set to reflect

a

threshold level at which harm begins, has been labeled as socially, an d
in some cases technically wrong . On a technical basis, a primary concern has been that synergistic and potentiating actions may be involve d
in the "mix" of many pollutants so that a threshold determined for a
single pollutant is meaningless .
-26-

The conflict of the regulatory process to economic efficiency objectives has been given much consideration rebently .

Systen'$ analytic ;

utilizing sophisticated 'methods of linear programming and •olther• t NiTiques with large capacity computers, has providad'a po*e'rfut w tcai lf' fo r
evaluating alternative methods .

Recent studies clearly point up ' ''hel

added costs imposed through enforcement of regulatory standards . A stud*.
on the Delaware estuary has shown that the cost of gaining cape fi'&Ii- -

r1

levels of water quality could be achieved at roughlv'half t the cost''tugh
an incentive charge method compared to a conventional uhii# m tre
scheme imposed through the regulatory method . 24

y

In a study'm'the ai r

quality area, abatement costs were estimated to be double= •for ctlfuri _
r.

-dioxide and particulate control in a simulated city "'if*'enforce t is
pursued by asking waste load 'emitters to' abate whether they - ct rTlyA

: ,,

contribute to lowering the hypothetical air quality standard in each'•' '
25
air shed ."
If a least cost or optimum pattern from an economic efficienc y
standpoint is to be reached, the regulatory authority needs informat

- r '•=

on both costs of • alternative abatement or control mdt'hod ts for all wits - ,
and on damages imposed by the waste disd1arges . Pin administrative or-ganization is limited in how much information it can obtain and'hen4l e
effectively . The agency would need td know the technical feasibilit y
and the cost of installing and operatingtreatment or control deyice s
at various output levels with different production methods .' It

woul d

need to know the feasibility and cost of effecting such - lternat'.e..<hs
Process chap gas, recovering materials, and by-product manufacture- . 1 'It •
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is generally possible to achieve desired levels of waste-load reductio n
mor Nconomically by process changes and recovery procedures than b y
treatment . To evaluate these alternatives could entail a measure o f
public inquiry into private business activities which is not readil y
acceptable in this country .
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INCENTIVE S
Incentive methods are receiving increased attention to supplement, .
and in some instances replace, the regulatory-adversary process in con trolling environmental pollution side effects . Incentive methods take
one of two broad forms . One is payment for pollution prevented o r
abated . The other is a charge, imposed for volumesand concentration s
of pollutants released, or•for otherwise causing environmental deterioration .
Payment incentive methods have been employed to a limited exten t
in the form of tax concessions for specified abatement and contro l
practices. Charge methods have also had only restricted use in th e
environmental quality area . User charges, incorporating incentiv e
features, have been made to industries for use of publicly owned treatment facilities . The assessment has been made to reflect both volum e
and pollutant content . 27

A few industrial firms, such as Dow Chemica l

and DuPont, have incorporated incentive charges on a similar basis t o
28
their subunits to cause them to recognize pollution control .
The more controversial application of a charge incentive method i s
thatlof the effluent or emission charge and the deterrant type tax .
}sere the charge is made for pollutants released into the environment, o r
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in otherwise being potentially harmful . Examples of the limited use o f
this pattern in the United States have been a 1912 tax of 2 cents a
hundred on matches made of white phosphorus and of the tax imposed on us e
of X rays in fitting shoes . The classical example of successful use o f
the effluent charge incentive method is the water quality program of th e
German Genossenschaften . This type of a charge incentive method, rathe r
than the user charge, will be considered in this section of the re port .
The Theory and Nature of Incentive Measure s
Incentive devices constitute, in essence, the establishment of market mechanisms to allocate or ration the waste assimilative capacity o f
environmental resources . As such, they have the great advantage of de centralizing the decision-making process, an advantage rather universall y
recognized with a market mechanism . Decisions on how much control o r
abatement

to

achieve at individual release points are shifted from a

public agency to the individual dischargers . Decisions on how t o
achieve a given level of waste abatement or environmental quality would ,
likewise, be made by the individual decision-making units . In theory ,
both payment and charge patterns are aimed at providing an incentive t o
motivate polluters or potential polluters to restrict waste discharge
to some more socially desirable or optimal degree than would exist with out constraint . The differences between the two approaches center o n
how the incentive is applied and on matters of equity, acceptability ,
and administrative feasibility and cost .
Payment Incentive Program s
Payment schemes are aimed at motivating polluters to restrict pollution through some type of monetary award or concession . The mos t
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direct route would be simply making a payment from a public treasury fo r
each unit of waste prevented in production or withheld from the environment . Practically, this approach appears both administratively unworkable and politically unacceptable on grounds of cost, equity and socia l
justice considerations .
Two measures in the payments incentive area, both tied to incom e
taxes, have been employed by the federal government to foster installation of pollution abatement equipment by industry . These are the seven
percent investment tax credit and allowances for accelerated depreciation . Benefits accruing to industry from these two sources have bee n
estimated at fifty million dollars annually . 25

A number of proposal s

have been made by industry for other tax concessions, as well as lo w
cost loans and direct grants, from federal sources .
Tax concessions, including exemption of abatement equipment fro m
property taxes, have also been made by certain states to industry fo r
providing pollution reducing measures .
An indirect type of federal subsidy is provided to industr y
through grants to sub-governments for providing treatment facilities ,
principally municipal sewage treatment plants . Typically, the industr y
user charge, if one is even established, would reflect less than th e
full cost (including t h e federal grant) of their share of the facility .
Federal facilities such as water storage dams to provide low flow augmentation constitutes another type of indirect subsidy .
A number of shortcomings have been pointed out with the type o f
payment incentive programs just reviewed . These center on economi c
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efficiency grounds of getting less than a "full measure" of prdvent for
or abatement for a given expenditure of resources . Resource misalaecation results from tying the payments to capital intensive treatment o r
control devices . Also, erasion of the tax base is cited as anothe r
problem .
On the plus side, an indirect type of' payments incentive progrh m
is capable of achieving levels of waste reduction in a politically acceptable manner .
Charge Type Incentive Program s
A charge incentive system is the opposite .2f a payment p lan $n it• s
application, but its counterpart in effect . But it has a number of
advantages, principally from an economic efficiency viewpoint .
objective of an emission charge, like a payment incentive, is to achiev e
a desired level of pollution abatement in envirpnmental resources .
Theoretically, the schedule of charges should be based on external costs ,
including opportunities foregone, associated-with increments- of wast e
discharges into the environment . Charges could vary during seasons and :
locations to reflect, . varying levels of damage .
.~ i

Charge or fee measures represent the closest approach to-adoptin g
a pricing system to the waste disposal field of any of the alternativ e
implementation devices considered . On this basis, charge patterns woul d
make the fullest use of the advantages of this decentralized decision making process .
If all downwind opportunity costs of air pollution, including opportunities foregone, could be identified and a charge be assessed o n
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the waste discharges in that amount, private incentives could then b e
relied upon to provide proper levels of abatement and possibly guid e
industrial location . These decisions would have reflected in them th e
real costs of waste disposal, just as they do the cost of other inputs- of labor, materials, and management . This type of pattern, it has bee n
argued, would foster the reduction of waste loads by various relevan t
means--treatment, control devices, and process, product, and inpu t
changes--until the costs of these measures were equated at the margi n
with the reduction in the damage which they produce . Stated differently ,
adjustments would be made until the producer could no longer profitabl y
"trade off" an additional dollar spent to reduce waste discharges fo r
more than an additional dollar in reduced charges . In effect, a situation would prevail in which attempts to minimize private costs t o
produce output most efficiently would also produce a minimization o f
costs to society as a whole--social costs . A system of assessing external or off-site costs on dischargers would give them an incentive
to treat their wastes to a point at which the damage avoided is als o
equal to the cost of producing a further increment of control . Th e
costs would be equal to the charge that would be levied . Throug h
these adjustments, the sum of the costs associated with waste disposal ,
including off-site pollutional damages, would be minimized .
Relating Quality Standards to Charge s
It has been noted that quality standards have become an importan t
and rather firmly established aspect of environmental quality maintenance . In certain instances, charge incentive patterns have been considere i
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as a replacement for quality standards . In

their application to industrial ,

wastes being discharged into air or water environments, this would not

,

have to be the case . Rather, an effluent charge .weUd be a substitute , f T
the informal t y p e of emission oar effluent standards that are noli being, o f
necessity, rather arbitrarily applied to waste dischar g ers . The charg e
would, on this basis, become the method of implementing a quality standard .
The type of point just made is often labeled as "issuing

a license t o

pollute" . It does permit, just as does an effluent standard, waste discharge into the environment . Theoretically, as discussed earlier, thi s
level would be that at which incremental abatement costs and incrementa l
damages imposed are equal . This level would certainly be no less unde r
the traditional regulatory method implemented through effluent standard s
than under a charge system .
RELATING DECISION-MAKING UNIT S
If two industrial plants are part of the same company, one locate d
downwind from the other, management will logically seek a balancing o f
costs and benefits between waste discharge by the two firms . Whe n
separate operations, such as two plants belonging to the same compan y
operating in the air shed, adjust their programs-to recognize their inter dependence, in the terms of the economist, their . external coqs have be come "internalized" . This simply means that by the-nature of the overal l
organization,' the external costs, of the unwind -firm became an interna l
consideration for the overall organization because it has downstream- .
locations, too .' The application of this principle to rela :te decision making units on some logical geographic or .political boundary basis i s
another method of bringing about the recognition of
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external costs .

Relating decision-making units on the basis presented here would con stitute both an implementation device for causing recognition of side effect s
and an organizational scheme to provide better resource quality managemen t
including more effective utilization of such devices as planning, zoning ,
incentives, and regulation .
The most drastic pattern of bringing about recognition of externa l
costs through relating decision-making units is to socialize the resource .
This pattern has been followed by certain countries . In other countries ,
existing private rights in the resource, including use in waste disposal ,
have been cancelled and new rights established, presumably on a basis tha t
brings a recognition of at least certain external costs in resource use i n
waste disposal .
A pattern to help cause recognition of external costs less drasti c
than socialization for a country like the United States with such firml y
established private rights in at least the water resource area is that o f
a regional or "problem shed" resource management pattern . Such managemen t
organizations have been utilized in a number of other nations with perhap s
the British River Authorities and the German Cooperative Units, th e
Genossenschaften, the best recognized . The pattern of regional organization s
with air sheds and with river basins is being utilized in this country ,
but the authority of these units to render a full quality managemen t
function, as have the German units, has been limited . Many have bee n
restricted to service and coordinating roles rather than charged wit h
resource management responsibilities . A limited number of airshed author ities and the Delaware River Basin Commission are the only such units i n
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this country that appear to have resource quality management res ponsibilities approaching the German pattern . Interest in a regional maraemen t
ti

approach has been mounting in this country in recent years . In addition ,
both sanction and subsidy by federal legislation exist to foster establishment of such patterns by state and local governments .
REASSESSMENT OF KEY SOCIAL ISSUE S
A consideratlen of the nature of the side effects that manifest them -

t

selvesin reduced environmental quality and harm to other values lead s
logically into a consideration of how society determines the trade-of f
between "economic progress" and side effects . If the nature of the

sid e

effect is clearly understood and established, it would seem that-a straigh t
political issue is involved . Through the political process, society i s
supposed to indicate the desired trade-off between the economic development and related benefits from activities of concern and the side effects

-

which they produce . Public policy in the form of laws, organizations an d
other institutions, is to be formulated by the government to carry out
this "will of the people" . Unfortunately, even if the situation of rathe r
perfect knowledge posed here did exist, the political process would seldom operate this precisely . Many other factors enter the picture . An d
the nature of the side effects of concern, from a physical and biologica l
standpoint, is far from being clearly established . In addition, both cost s
and benefits are involved for which values, like those established throug h
a market mechanisms, are unavailable . Facets of this broad issue will b e
considered under several propositions which follow :
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1

1)

Our society wants a higher level of environmental quality at th e
the sacrifice of other values .

The maintenance of environmental quality has become a major socia l
issue . The American society is reflecting a willingness to make a greate r
sacrifice or pay a higher cost in opportunities foregone and in othe r
ways to obtain this quality . Although earlier characterized as the emergence of a "clean environment" group, 18 the movement is now broad based .
It has been developing along lines comparable to the conservation movements that resulted earlier in this century in new

p atterns in manage-

ment and use of timber and soil resources . As was true in those areas ,
certain evangelical fervour is present . And, as in many issues of thi s
nature, certain governmental bureaucracies, operating contrary to th e
Weberian model, are playing strong advocate roles .
Present society has been characterized recently as "post-industrial"2 3
Production activities are decreasing in importance in employment and shar e
of gross national product compared to service activities . The industrialist
and financier, dominant figures in the industrial society, are becomin g
relatively less important figures in the new society as compared t o
scientific and technical personnel . Knowledge is becoming the "new prop erty" . Economic and political power is shifting to those associated wit h
the new property of knowledge . And many new citizen organizations hav e
been formed, with leadership coming from technical-professional

p eople ,

to serve an environmental advocacy role . This altered structure o f
society is recognized as a vital factor in adjusting the trade-off betwee n
economic development and the maintenance of environmental quality .
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The American culture that has placed a high vane on future versu s
present consumption and on the maintenance of a "natural" environment, i s
seen as another factor in this altered trade-off . Still another factor i s
the increasing affluence of the society . There is now a . greater opportunity to make sacrifices in material goods and services production wher e
side effects are involved . Also, with greater economic security, peopl e
look for other "causes" .
Another reflection of the growing concern for maintaining environmental quality, or, more broadly, enhanced quality in the total environment, is the concern for such new assessment tools as "social indicators " 2 9
and "technology assessment" 2 patterns . One strong advocate for social indicators, Bertrand Gross, argues that present statistics like those concerned with the Gross National Product, deal only with "how much" rathe r
than with "how good" ; with quantity of goods, services and dollars ra m
ther than with the quality of life related with these activities . Socia l
indicators and other measures to provide a better basis for establisfiinz g
national goals would supplement and complement the economic informatio n
now being released through such agencies as the Council of Econortni c
Advisors .

29

The social factors indicated above have contributed along witl 5
-various physical parameters, to produce the deepening concern regardin g
environmental quality . Among the physical factors considered m8st significant have been :
1.

The recognition that land, water and air resources are finite- are limited in their capacity to assimilate wastes .;

2.

The mounting evidence of global implications such as DD T
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transport to the Arctic, carbon dioxide build up and possibl e
impact on world heat balance ;
3.

The complex interrelationships being elucidated, such as majo r
problems caused by breaking a single link in a food chain an d
reactions in the environment such as change of mercury to a n
organic form or the production of new secondary pollutants suc h
as ozone through photochemical reactions ; an d

4.

The acceptance that subtle, long term, chronic effects ar e
associated with many low-level pollutants or mixtures o f
pollutants .

These physical and social parameters have in turn led to a questioning of traditional values, including religious dogmas, and of establishe d
institutions . They have led, also, to virtually unprecedented politica l
activity, particularly at the federal level . The result has been ne w
legislation, new agencies, and regrouping and reorganizing o f
existing agencies, and altered patterns of federalism .
2) An equating of social benefits against social costs should b e
the guiding p rinciple in establishing goals and objectives i n
maintaining environmental quality .
"The right amount of pollution must be planned with criteria set
somewhere between the ideal of complete cleanliness and the havoc of uncontrolled filth . The right amount involves a calculable risk to society .
It depends on where we are, what use we want to make of the environment ,
and the quality of cleanliness for which we are prepared to pay . "
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The above statement is from the introduction to the recent NAS-NR C
report, Waste Management and Control . 19

The same point was made earlie r

in this paper, to the effect that the level must be some plaee bgtw .en a
laissez-faire approach at one extreme to an . uncompromising goal of pur e
air, pristine water and uncontaminated land on the other . How much ar e
we willing to pay, whether in risk to health, higher product prices, more :taxes or in foregone economic opportunities? Thus, the guiding principle ,
it is argued, should be an equating of social benefits to social costs .
It must be recognized that this equating, as outlined above, is i n
the nature of a conceptual framework for decision making rather than th e
calculation of precise benefit/cost ratios . Many costs and benefits ar e
difficult, if not impossible, to meaningfully quantify . Concern is bein g
expressed with attempts to apply benefit/cost techniques too precisely i n
decision making where the market does not function to provide values ,
where "shadow prices" are difficult to impute or where inappropriate valu e
judgments can be introduced . 30

None the less, the concept is still highl y

valuable and appropriate as a guiding principle in control policy . Realistically, the setting of any quality criteria or standard relating to well being of any kind involves making at least an implicit calculation of a
benefit/cost ratio . As Harold Thomas noted in his often cited "The Anima l
Farm", "the criteria of quality represents a balance of costs and benefits . . .
the setting of any quality criteria or standard relating to health an d
well-being inevitably entails making an implicit estimate of a cost/benefi t
ratio based on whatever data or other factors are available for judgment .
In situations where the costs are known within reasonable limits, th e
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establishment of a standard amounts to assigning a certain utility t o
human life, health or well-being . . .The setting of a standard is in effec t
an imputation of a certain finite level of utility or benefit accruing t o
life, to health, or to well-being ."

31

3) The burden of proof should be placed on the polluter or potentia l
polluter .
Should society bear the burden of proving that pollution is occurring ,
'and rendering harm? Or can this burden be shifted to the polluter o r
potential polluter to prove that he is not or will not pollute ?
The pattern on where the burden of proof rests has varied markedl y
with different environmental pollutants . It was noted earlier in th e
report that through the licensing procedure, which constitutes the majo r
control pattern with both peaceful use of atomic energy and with pesticide manufacture, the burden of proof has been shifted to the pollute r
or potential polluter . With atomic energy this has taken the form of a
comprehensive review of all plans prior to construction and operation o f
atomic energy using programs and facilities . The user of atomic energ y
must prove that due consideration had been given to the control of sid e
effects that could harm workers or the public, before a license i s
granted . This same pattern exists in the area of pesticides where th e
burden of proof rests with the manufacturer to show that proper concer n
has been given to public safety and welfare .
In the case of air pollution, the pattern of licensing is receivin g
certain consideration and limited application . It would appear tha t
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there may be additional possibilities for, ar1plication of this type of
pattern in other areas of the overall air pollution problem .
A shortcoming of the lieensing=type-'regulAtory process is -I that it

-

can easily become static, a characteristic of the regula ltory'proeess in '
general . To be effective, it needs to be altered to keep pace wit h
availability of new technology and scientific understanding, and continually guided by the principle of balancing social benefit with social cost .
4) Economic efficiency must be an important, but not an excluiive ,
consideration in setting control patterns .
Abatement and control of environmental pol -lutior is costly . Severa l
billion dollars a year is currently being and must continue to . . a expended on this effort . Thus, the attainment of maximum abatement and f
,
control for given .expenditures of resources is of paramount importance .
Examples were cited earlier i n . the report of studies showing how given '
levels of pollution abatement could be attained at half or less the expenditure of resources compared to programs which had been recommende d
for adoption .
One of the main criticisms of the adversary-regulatory process i n
achieving side effect conrol is its failure to stand up well under economi c
efficiency considerations . Proper kinds of incentive measures, it wa s
noted, could meet this test far better .
Finally, the point needs to be stressed that economic efficienc y
_ is only one of several objectives which need to be considered in deter mining how best to accomplish a control objective . Obviously, the cos t
of regulation or otherwise dealing with a side effect must he considered
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as a legitimate cost . But also the social considerations, as reviewe d
earlier, centering on matters of equity, including any redistributio n
of income, must also be evaluated .
5) Greater consideration needs to be given to incentive pattern s
as instruments for the control of environmental side effects .
Fairly detailed consideration was given in this paper to alternative institutional arrangements, including incentive patterns, to dea l
with environmental side effects . In addition, the merits of proper incentive devices in meeting econon

efficiency criteria was noted in th e

proposition above .
Much controversy has centered on the use of tax or charge incentiv e
methods . The focal point has been the effluent charge in the water pollution area . Questions of equity, and of legitimizing or "licensing "
pollution have been raised . This paper has suggested that a more realistic view is one of achieving a given policy objective in pollution abatement or in resource quality maintenance through use of whatever instrument or mix of instruments will best accomplish this .
One panel of the recent NAS-NRC waste management and control stud y

20

devoted considerable attention to alternative institutional patterns t o
effect p ollution control . They distinguished between what they saw a s
conflicts of the "formalist" and the "technical rational-legal right s
and interests and upon legal and administrative adjudication, rule makin g
or standards ." The latter, they noted, "has stressed technical rationality and resources management at optimizing methods in systems design an d
and public investment ." Much of the focus in the optimizing pattern wa s
on the right kind of incentive patterns to foster given levels of qualit y
maintenance at least cost .
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As the NAS-NRC study panel, as well as earlier sections of this pape r
have stressed, with certain types of side effects there would appear to b e
little alternative to the use of some type of regulatory process . Th e
important issue, however, is that these various alternative instrument s
need not be considered as competitive . Rather, they can be complementary .
A charge incentive can be used as a basis of implepenting a quality standard, for example .
A charge or tax incentive system, it was stated earlier in the re port, continuously places pressure on polluters to reduce pollutio n
levels . The regulatory process provides no such pressure .
While a payments method of incentive does possess the merits o f
being politically acceptable to at least those who would benefit, the y
fall short of meeting certain other objectives such as economic efficiency .
Finally, the matter of who should pay for the cost of pollution control was regarded as a significant issue . The point of view taken in thi s
paper is that the cost of maintaining resource quality should be born e
by those who benefit from the use of the resource . While this is a rathe r
general policy guideline, it does point to those who utilize common re sources for the disposal of wastes, as well as those who receive particular benefits from special facilities which may be provided (a stabilization lake providing recreation, for example) bearing the bqlk of th e
cost . User charges would be employed . Such user charges are receiving
emphasis at present in federal policy .
6) Mew patterns of relation between the levels of government an d
new jurisdictional forms are areas justifying far greate r
attention .
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Public action in air and water pollution started at a local level .
More progressive states, or those with greater problems, entered the picture to p rovide certain intrastate uniformity and coordination, but stil l
left much of the responsibility for program implementation at a loca l
level . As the federal government has become concerned with public actio n
in air and water pollution in the past fifteen years, the same principl e
has guided their action . The basic goal appears to be that of insurin g
a minimum quality standard nationally, while depending on state and loca l
units for most enforcement procedure .
With ionizing radiation, on the other hand, public action was initially centered exclusively at the federal level .

The pattern here i s

now one of offering the states an opportunity to take over certain responsibilities if standards, at least as stringent as the federal,, are adopted . With pesticides, primary emphasis is at the federal level fo r
setting national standards and regulatory prodecure dealing with th e
licensing of p esticide sale and residues on foodstuffs . Programs t o
supplement and complement the federal action are left to the states .
Model legislation is suggested . As in so many areas in our federa l
system of government, we are seeing a balancing of res p onsibility between levels of government . With programs starting at a local level ,
but in which major interdependencies exist, higher levels of governmental authority are required . With programs established at a federa l
level, as the situation has permitted participation at a state an d
local level has been sought .
One of the most vital issues, it is suggested, in the environmenta l
quality field at present is whether new special subunits of governmen t
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are needed or if existing jurisdictions can function adequately in this area .
Possibly the most significant aspect of the 1967 Air Quality Act was the orovision for the ultimate establishment of special control authorities . Presumably these would be set up on a "problem-shed" basis . Earlier federa l
legislation in the water area, encouraged'through financial incentives ,
fostered a similar type of organizational pattern . With the authorization o f
such new subunits of government, a number of key questions arise . The . following would 'seem to be most pertinent .
1)

What-will be the relation of the newly created subunits to existin g
govern'meital jurisdictions ?

2)

How much authority will be vested in the new subunit? Will it b e
possible to empower them, as in the case of the German Gen .ossen .schaf ten, with authority to initiate a true resource quality managemen t
program? The trend in this country to date has_ been for subunit s
such as those covered earlier in the air pollution field, to have .
more limited authority .
How-will representation be achieved? Will parties--affected by decisions'of such an-organization, assuming it is given authority t o
conduct: . a total resource management . activity, be represented-=have
a voice in the decision-making process? In the German model, again ,
all parties are represented in the decision making body .

While this area of the structure and operation of special authorities i s
one in which a great deal of added attention needs to he given, .certain general guidelines can be suggested . One is that an authority of this ty p e
needs to be vested w i th sufficient power and flexibility to initiate an d
conduct a program that can include all of the kinds

of alternative instru-

ments that are available . A second would be that a mechanism to permi t
formal representation of all interested parties needs to be adopted .
-45-

A CONCLUDINr REFLECTION

This re port was introduced with a statement that change is a paramount feature of our society . The focus was on physical change . Muc h
of such change is now structured . Science and technology are being harnessed increasingly for social purposes . There has been great materia l
proress, but also major side effects including many affecting environ Ie ntal resources . To capture the full p otential of purposeful scientifi c
and technological change, social change must keep pace . The social worl d
needs to be modified to reflect the existing and potential changes in th e
physical world . The nature of side effects which may be involved need t o
be understood as a basis for both technological and social control

p ro -

grams . New and modified social institutions, it has been suggested, mus t
he structured if this is to be done . Such institutions need to cause th e
recognition of side effects and to provide improved mechanisms for balancing the benefits from the physical change against the costs to society o f
resulting ., side effects . This is the broad overview of the social aspect s
of the environmental quality problem and certain guidelines for polic y
development in the period ahead .
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